CNIT Department
Our department uses social media in a number of different ways:

- Facebook for sharing news, events and pictures
  http://Facebook.com/cnit.ccsf

- Twitter for news, events and pictures
  https://twitter.com/cnitccsf

- Twitter and Facebook are set up to re-post content, so students can pick which social network they prefer.

- YouTube for videos of department events, faculty-created video and resources for women
  https://www.youtube.com/user/CNITCCSF

- Playlists for Resources for Women in IT, CNIT Student Videos, and Video by CNIT Faculty

- Video uploaded to YouTube can be embedded in any web page, including our Moodle learning management system.
Sam Bowne
@sambowne

- Recommends Twitter as important for IT professionals, especially Cyber and Network Security
- Embeds his and other Twitter feeds on his faculty web page
- Communicates with other in Security field

Claudia Da Silva
@cdasilvatwitt

- Shares course updates and news with students via Twitter
- Hashtag for each course, #CNIT105cds, #CNIT132cds
- Embeds a Twitter widget inside Moodle using HTML and Twitter embed code
- Code for embedding Twitter on websites can be found here: https://dev.twitter.com/web/overview

Maura Devlin-Clancy
@maura_clancy

- Tweets on diversity and technology news
- Homework assignment to follow technology news

NSF TechSpot Grant to CNIT

- Uses Twitter, Facebook, and Flickr
  http://techspot.ccsf.edu
- Flickr for Photo Sharing
  https://www.flickr.com/photos/104617526@N07/show/with/10319711256/
Abigail Bornstein
YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/ajbsharing

- Shares video with her students in support of learning outcomes
- Produced Converting Decimal to Binary (2 videos) – has more than 265,000 views
- Part 2: http://youtu.be/UUqtjb8WEUs?list=PLEFC28154AFCAD815